Control of expiratory time in conscious humans.
Combinations of 17 normal awake humans breathed mildly hyperoxic and hypercapnic gas mixtures via a pneumotachograph into an open circuit. Respiratory pattern was measured for each breath in real time by computer. Use of computer-controlled auditory feedback at a constant end-tidal PCO2 (PETCO2) allowed prolonged changes of 1) inspiratory time (TI) at constant inspired tidal volume (VTI), 2) VTI up and down in repeated steps at constant TI, and 3) expiratory time (TE) at constant VTI. The remaining variables were free to be determined by the subjects' automatic respiratory control mechanisms. We showed that TE changed in parallel with the change in TI despite constant VTI, TE did not change in response to step changes in VTI at constant TI, and large changes in TE had no influence on the subsequent TI, but VTI increased slightly as TE lengthened despite clamping. Time for expiratory flow (TE--end-expiratory pause) changed in parallel with TE in all protocols. Thus, in conscious humans, inspiratory timing has a direct influence on expiratory timing, independent of volume change and chemical drive, but expiratory timing has no influence on the inspiratory timing of the subsequent breath but has a small influence on volume.